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Abstract— With the use of the Basic Input/Output System 

(BIOS) for servers extending over three decades, the need 

for a new firmware interface that is designed for today’s 

operating systems and hardware architectures is necessary.  

Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) is a firmware 

interface between an operating system and platform 

firmware designed to replace Legacy BIOS interface.  In 

general, UEFI has many technical advantages over Legacy 

BIOS (pre-OS environment, boot and run-time services, 

CPU independent drivers, expanded boot volume etc.) and 

also powerful security mechanisms (e.g. secure boot, secure 

firmware update, etc.).  They are aimed to provide platform 

integrity, be root of trust of security architecture, control all 

stages of boot process until it pass control to authenticated 

OS kernel.  This paper describes about the architecture and 

implementation of UEFI, which enhance security in the pre-

boot environment.  It also discusses about malware attacks 

like rootkit and bootkit, and outlines UEFI secure boot 

solution. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Secure boot technology was described in the recent 

revisions of the UEFI specification; it provides platform 

integrity, malware-free and authentic device drivers and 

operating system bootstrap process which improves the 

system security during system boot. 

The executable code (usually called boot firmware) 

is stored in non-volatile memory of computer.  This handles 

the hardware Initialization process, transfer of control to the 

operating system till the system power on is handled by 

specialized system firmware, usually referred to as BIOS. 

Legacy BIOS place in architecture and in procedure of 

system start up is crucial, because it is a root of trust for 

platform [1].  This special role of boot firmware makes it 

potentially attractive target for attack.  Unauthorized BIOS 

firmware update, injection of malicious code to BIOS can be 

used to by attacker potentially compromise and take control 

over components loaded later in the boot process, like 

operating system or hypervisor.  Any such infection shall be 

persistent, since malware written into boot firmware can be 

used to re-infect operating system even if it was re-installed.  

Since boot firmware works before operating system kernel 

even loaded to memory or takes control, special security 

software like antivirus can’t detect the invasion. 

Secure Boot technology implemented by UEFI, 

enhances the system security in the pre-boot environment.  

It defines how a platform’s firmware can authenticate a 

digitally signed UEFI image, such as an operating system 

loader or a UEFI driver stored in an option ROM. This 

provides the system capability to ensure that those UEFI 

images will be loaded only if they are authentic and this 

provides a common means to ensure platforms security and 

integrity over systems running UEFI-based firmware. 

Without UEFI Secure Boot, attacker will be able to easily 

take advantage of system’s vulnerabilities like pre-boot 

environment which includes the system-embedded firmware 

and the interval between initializing the firmware and 

loading of the operating system.  Potential code injected at 

this point can create an environment in which an operating 

system cannot run safely.  Secure Boot technology helps 

system firmware, operating system and hardware providers 

to thwart the security attacks [2]. 

The rest of the paper organized as follows. In 

section II a brief review of UEFI interface, its architecture 

and key components, is presented.  In section III, potential 

threat and security solutions of UEFI is discussed. 

II. UEFI TECHNOLOGY 

A. Legacy BIOS and Growth of UEFI 

The firmware that initializes computer systems and loads an 

operating system is generally referred to as the BIOS.  The 

term BIOS comes from the firmware developed for the IBM 

PC in the late 1970s [3]. That code was developed in 

assembly language for 16-bit processors and was targeted 

for use in a few thousand PC units. Despite inherent design 

limitations, that firmware implementation has been adapted 

and expanded many times.  In the late 1990s, Because of the 

limitations of a 16-bit system caused problems on the 

newest 64-bit processor, the Extensible Firmware Interface 

(EFI) was developed as an alternative. The EFI design 

specified an interface between a firmware implementation 

on a hardware platform and on an operating system [4]. As a 

result, either the platform firmware implementation or 

operating system implementation could change, but remain 

independent, as long as they followed the EFI specification.  

In November 2010, the UEFI Forum released a version of 

the UEFI specification that included facilities for 

substantially enhanced security when booting operating 

systems [5].  Modern UEFI specifications provide a standard 

and extensible interface between the firmware and the 

operating system [6]. 

B. UEFI Overview 

UEFI is a firmware interface with the same basic purpose of 

legacy BIOS, but uses a different firmware stack [7].  UEFI 

employs a modular structure of drivers and files grouped 

into services that adapts well to complex and varied 

architectures as shown in Fig 1.  UEFI’s framework of 

coding is designed to scale with server architectural trends, 

including new processors [8].  The key features of UEFI are 

as follows: 

(1) Expanded boot volume  
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UEFI allows booting from hard drives larger than 2 

Tera Bytes (TB).  Legacy BIOS systems use the 

Master Boot Record (MBR) hard drive format, 

which limits a boot drive to a maximum capacity of 

2 TB.  Hard drives in UEFI-based systems use a 

new format called the Global Unique Identifier 

(GUID) partition table or GPT.  GPT allows far 

greater boot drive capacities, allowing to use high-

capacity drives for storage and system booting. 

(2) Pre-boot security requirements 

UEFI provides the ability to access a system’s 

resources in a pre-boot environment in a secure 

manner. UEFI Secure boot protect against 

unauthorized operating systems and malware 

rootkit attacks, ensuring that only authenticated 

code is loaded on the system. 

(3) Pre-boot manageability needs 

UEFI-based systems can be easily and remotely 

managed.  UEFI allows diagnostics and 

troubleshooting applications to be run before 

loading an operating system thus offers complete 

access to the system hardware and resources.  

(4) More number of I/O ports and bootable 

devicesUEFI has the ability to handle large number 

of I/O port space, larger ROM execution space and 

large numbers of bootable I/O devices.  

(5) Remote provisioning 

The UEFI enhanced networking API allows for a 

rich network authentication in a pre-boot 

environment.  This allows the system to connect 

directly to a website to update device drivers and 

firmware in a secure manner. 

 
Fig 1: UEFI relationship with the operating system and the 

hardware 

III. UEFI SECURITY SOLUTION 

A. The Advent of Rootkit and Bootkit attacks 

Malware developers have increased their attempts to attack 

the pre-boot environment because operating system and 

antivirus software vendors have been hardening their code 

and limiting security attack vectors.  The two primary types 

of attacks in the firmware space are known as rootkits and 

bootkits [9].  Malware hidden in the firmware is virtually 

untraceable by the operating system, unless a search 

specifically targets malware within the firmware.  Malware 

in the firmware also has direct access to hardware 

components and can use Virtual Machine technology to 

compromise a system without the knowledge of the user or 

detection by the operating system.  Moreover, some attacks 

attempt to implant themselves into the System ROM itself, 

meaning that if they succeed, they will persist even if the 

operating system is reinstalled or the hard drive is swapped 

out. 

Firmware rootkits inject exploit code into the 

system, either by patching or replacing the default firmware 

image.  Bootkits inject malicious code at the point where the 

firmware hands control over to the operating system, 

typically by modifying the operating system bootloader 

software.  Rootkits and bootkits employ various methods to 

avoid detection, often targeting firmware because it is 

responsible for loading the operating system kernel.  

The bootkit is deployed in the form of a UEFI 

executable, to masquerade as the default operating system 

boot loader.  The bootkit then launches a patched version of 

the operating system loader, adding exploit code before the 

operating system loads malware protection.  In the case of 

QuarksLab DreamBoot, the exploit code is applied to the 

Windows 8 loader in system memory, so the bootkit will not 

be detected by checking the boot loader for unapproved 

patches or modifications [10].  The actual bootkit payload 

varies, since it is dependent on a specific operating system 

version. 

Another bootkit variation attempts to capture user 

credentials required in the boot process.  This type of attack 

is often referred to as the ―evil maid attack,‖ describing a 

scenario in which someone installs the bootkit on a 

computer left unattended in an office or hotel room [11]. 

The ―evil maid attack‖ can be used to capture passwords for 

full disk encryption systems and other third-party security 

tools. 

While rootkits and bootkits are an issue for any 

system, including legacy BIOS environments, they present a 

unique challenge to the UEFI ecosystem.  The entire 

philosophy behind UEFI is to standardize and allow for 

extensibility of the pre-boot interface.  While this openness 

and standardization can make the system vulnerable to 

attacks that would have been more difficult in legacy BIOS, 

it is important to acknowledge that legacy BIOS had very 

limited provisions for detection or defense [12].  Any 

optimal solution for UEFI needs to embrace flexibility, 

while limiting attack vectors, mitigating risk, promoting 

possibilities and providing methods for manufacturers and 

users to control their security policy.    

B. UEFI Secure Boot 

In the UEFI specification, special attention is given to the 

security issues. The main aspect of UEFI Secure Boot is 

ability to use cryptography (digital signatures and hashes) 

for local authentication and verification of UEFI images 

(drivers, applications). Specification describes platform 

public key infrastructure based on PKI.  UEFI keys are 

stored in Secure Boot [13].  The following keys are defined 

by specification as shown in Fig 2. 

(1) Platform Key (PK). This is a root key, created for 

this exact platform. This key is typically set by the 

platform manufacturer when a system is built in the 

factory. While it may be replaceable by an end user 

or enterprise IT services, its purpose is to protect 

the next key from uncontrolled modification.  
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(2) Key Exchange Key (KEK), which protects the 

signature database from unauthorized 

modifications.  No changes can be made to the 

signature database without the private portion of 

this key.  There can be multiple KEKs provided by 

the operating system and other trusted third party 

application vendors.  A holder of a valid KEK can 

insert or delete signatures in a signature database. 

 
Fig. 2:  Hierarchy of UEFI Trusted Key Databases and ideal 

Chain of Trust (a sequence of verification of certificates and 

signatures) for a secure OS boot 

(3) db – all allowed certificates and hashes are stored 

here (white list). 

(4) dbx – all forbidden certificates and hashes are 

stored here (black list). 

As the boot process proceeds from an initial protected 

firmware core, it will load and execute additional sections of 

code, drivers and Option ROMs (code provided by 

peripheral manufacturers to enable their devices). 

Eventually this process culminates in the loading and 

execution of the operating system boot loader that starts the 

operating system execution. As each code section is loaded, 

and before it is executed, the firmware confirms that its 

signature matches one in its database of authorized 

signatures, and also that the signature is not in the forbidden 

database [14]. This includes the operating system boot 

loader itself. What the firmware does with the signature 

matching information is a policy decision, and is not defined 

by the specification. Typically, unauthorized code will not 

be executed, and therefore, the system may not be able to 

complete the operating system bootstrap process. 

In this way, a user is protected from running an 

infected and compromised system and may be able to take 

remedial actions to remove the infected code from the boot 

process and restore the system to normal operation. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The potential security threats like rootkits and bootkits 

attacks have been present since the introduction of Legacy 

BIOS system.  The special security softwares like anti-virus 

will not be able to detect any potential threats introduced 

into system firmware.  Thus pre-boot execution environment 

has been the prime target for the attackers.  While no single 

technology can eliminate all security risks, even in the small 

window of the pre-operating system space, the use of UEFI 

Secure Boot—along with secure firmware update techniques 

and measured boot—make the system less vulnerable to 

these types of attacks and limits the opportunity for malware 

developers to attack a system before anti-malware software 

can be enabled. 
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